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IEP Health-Related Services Documentation

Review the Record Keeping and Documentation information in the IEP Services Manual for 
complete details.

A care plan should include this level of detail to support PCA billing:

• Condition: Identify and describe the medical need  

• Tasks: Describe what will be provided based on the child’s needs and disability  

• Details of PCA tasks: 

• Who will perform the task?

• What will be provided, 

• How, when, and where will it be done? 

• Who will supervise the PCA services? 
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https://www.dhs.state.mn.us/main/idcplg?IdcService=GET_DYNAMIC_CONVERSION&RevisionSelectionMethod=LatestReleased&dDocName=dhs16_188548


PCA Time Studies

Time studies are based on the information and the details that are identified in the child’s IEP, PCA Plan 
of care, Individualized health or Behavior Intervention or support plan. 

We have provided examples of a time study for each activity. Showing start and end times for each 
activity for one day. Time studies are a 10 day process, used to determine an average daily time that 
can be used for PCA services. Time studies must be reviewed yearly and updated every two years or 
when the needs of the child change. 

If you are noticing a pattern of change in time or activity you will need to amend the current time study 
to reflect that change. Only the specific task or activity will need to be updated.  

DHS does not have a template for time studies it is up to the school to determine what works best for 
their school. Each school has their own process for capturing this data. Some use a paper document, 
others has purchased tablet or has software that will store the time study information.
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Case Study Activity # 1
ADL’s & Other Health-Related Tasks 
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Before

George has CP, an unsteady gait and needs physical assistance with mobility in and 
outside of the building, including transfers related to vehicles and equipment. 

In addition, George has diabetes and must have his glucose taken mid-morning and mid-
afternoon. When ranges are exceeded, George must be escorted to the nurses office for 

further assessment. George is supervised by the qualified professional.
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What’s Missing? (School Comments)

Condition: Identify Medical 
Need

Task: What will be provided
Details: Who, what, where, 

when, how

What does CP mean? (Do not use 
acronyms)

What is the mobility task? Who is checking the glucose?
What is the range to look for?

What does George need? Glucose test Who is the QP for the PCA?

What equipment/vehicle is used and 
why?

What is the school’s diabetic 
protocol?
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Before:  
George has CP, an unsteady gait and 
needs physical assistance with mobility 
in and outside of the building, including 
transfers related to vehicles and 
equipment. In addition, George has 
diabetes and must have his glucose 
taken mid-morning and mid-
afternoon. When ranges are exceeded, 
George must be escorted to the nurses 
office for further assessment.  George is 
supervised by the qualified 
professional.

Conditions and Tasks 

After:
Condition: George has cerebral palsy 
he walks with an unsteady gait and 
falls frequently. George also has 
diabetes and, according to doctors 
orders, must have his glucose tested 
mid-morning and mid-afternoon.

Tasks: The PCA will assist with 
activities of daily living including 
mobility, toileting, eating and other 
health-related tasks.



Details 

Mobility: Because George walks with a gait trainer, the PCA will walk with the child to and 
from the classroom when getting off or on the bus, during recess, lunch and trips to 
restroom.

Toileting: The PCA will remove or position the gait trainer so it is not in the way when the 
child is on the toilet. Assist the child on and off of toilet, flush toilet so child does not have 
to reach and possibly lose balance. Put gait trainer back on or adjust, cue the child to 
wash and dry hands.

Eating: The PCA will selecting food, carry tray and assist with disposing of trash or 
returning dishes/trays.

Other health-related tasks: Blood glucose monitoring. RN will train and supervise the PCA 
caring for George on the specific step by step instructions, where is the monitor, how is 
the blood sample collected, instruction for cleaning area the body where sample is 
collected, what is an acceptable target range, and what to do if the reading is over or 
under the target range.



Day 1 of 10 Day Time Study
ADL’s & Other Health-Related Tasks 
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Task / Episode
Description of Task / Episode

(Following the PCA Plan of Care,  Individualized health plan or 

Behavior intervention plan

Start Time End Time

Mobility Assist child to get to their classroom 7:30 AM 7:41 AM

Toileting Complete toileting task and return child to class 8:13 AM 8:18 AM

Health-Related Blood glucose monitoring 10:00 AM 10:19 AM

Eating Assist child during lunch 11:00 AM 11:30 AM

Toileting Complete toileting task and return child to class 11:51 AM 12:14 PM

Health-Related Blood glucose monitoring 12:15 PM 12:30 PM

Mobility Assist child from classroom to recess and back 12:31 PM 1:05 PM

Toileting Complete toileting task and return child to class 2:30 PM 2:39 PM

Mobility Assist child to bus 3:05 PM 3:15 PM 



Case Study Activity # 2
ADL’s
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John wears pull-ups. He is often incontinent. He needs supervision when 
using the toilet and prompting from handwashing, etc.  He typically wears 
elastic waist pants but will need assistance with zippers or snaps. He needs 
help adjusting his clothing. He typically is wet or goes to the bathroom 4-5 
times per day.  
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Before



Condition: Identify Medical 
Need

Task: What will be provided
Details: Who, what, where, 

when, how

What is the child's disability and how 
is that related to the incontinence?

Toileting schedule Gender specific

Can the child identify the need to go 
to the bathroom?

Are there gender specific needs? Who is the QP for the PCA?

Why can’t he do this on his own? 
Are there other PCA services the child 
receives?

What is the ETC, mean for this child? 
identify each step. (For example wash 
and dry hands vs. hand washing and 
etc.)

Is this typical of the child’s age group?

What’s Missing? (School Comments)



Before:  
John wears pull-ups. He is often 
incontinent. He needs supervision when 
using the toilet and prompting from 
handwashing, etc.  He typically wears 
elastic waist pants but will need 
assistance with zippers or snaps. He 
needs help adjusting his clothing. He 
typically is wet or goes to the bathroom 
4-5 times per day. 

Conditions and Tasks 

After:
Condition: John is 13 years old and 
has a developmentally disability and 
has the functional skills of a 4 year 
old. He is unable to identify when he 
has to go to the restroom or waits so 
long that he often soils himself. 

Tasks: PCA will provide activities of 
daily living including toileting and 
dressing.



A PCA will be assigned to assist John with a toileting schedule determined by 
his licensed special education teacher working as a qualified professional 
(QP) to prevent him from soiling himself. The PCA will assist by prompting 
John at his scheduled times, suggesting bathroom break, walking him to the 
restroom, assist with zippers and snaps when needed, help adjust his 
clothing and remind him to flush the toilet, wash and dry his hands. 

John also need assistance with getting seasonal outerwear on and off 
correctly when school starts, at recess, at the end of the school day and 
changing for physical education. John does not take the time to put on all 
necessary clothing, he will not zip his jacket, put on hat, and most often 
wears his boots on the wrong feet.  
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Details 



Day 1 of 10 Day Time Study 
ADL’s
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Task / Episode
Description of Task / Episode

(Following the PCA Plan of Care,  Individualized health plan or 

Behavior intervention plan

Start Time End Time

Dressing Assist child with removing seasonal outerwear 7:30 AM 7:41 AM

Toileting Complete toileting task and return child to class 8:13 AM 8:18 AM

Toileting Complete toileting task and return child to class 10:00 AM 10:19 AM

Toileting Complete toileting task and return child to class 11:51 AM 12:14 PM

Dressing Assist child with outerwear for recess 12:15 PM 12:20 PM

Dressing
Assist child with removing seasonal outerwear after 

recess
12:51 PM 1:05 PM

Toileting Complete toileting task and return to class 2:58 PM 3:08 PM

Dressing Assist child with outerwear for bus 3:15 PM 3:21 PM 



Case Study Activity # 3
1-to-1 All Day PCA
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John has autism with very limited verbal skills. He has a history of being 
physically aggressive towards himself, others and school property. He is 
impulsive and will grab, scratch and bite without warning. When working on 
a project he will throw any object to avoid the activity. He is quick on his feet 
and has a history of trying to leave the building. He sometimes wears a 
weighted pressure vest for sensory that will slow him down. When in a chair 
he will throw himself back without warning. We have made 
accommodations and modifications to seating to prevent this, but he will 
still throw himself off the chair without constant supervision. He wears 
braces on his legs but will constantly try to remove them. He has increased 
vulnerability due to cognitive deficits, so needs constant supervision.
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Before



Condition: Identify Medical 
Need

Task: What will be provided
Details: Who, what, where, 

when, how

Reword: Child has cognitive deficits 
and will need 1-to-1 PCA

Is the PCA also assisting with other 
PCA tasks, such as ADL’s?

More information is needed in the 
Care Plan

Details of the needs of the child 
Historical information of the child 
must be documented

Who is doing the constant 
supervision?

What are the specific details (triggers, 
reasoning abilities)?

When? (Documented on the Time 
Study)

Who is doing the tasks?
What is the PCA doing? 
What is the role of the PCA?

What’s Missing? (School Comments)



Before:  
John is autistic with very limited verbal skills. 
He has a history of being physically aggressive 
towards himself, others and school property. 
He is impulsive and will grab, scratch and bite 
without warning. When working on a project 
he will throw any object to avoid the activity. 
He is quick on his feet and has a history of 
trying to leave the building. He sometimes 
wears a weighted pressure vest for sensory 
that will slow him down. When in a chair he 
will throw himself back without warning. We 
have made accommodations and modifications 
to seating to prevent this, but he will still throw 
himself off the chair without constant 
supervision. He wears braces on his legs but 
will constantly try to remove them. He has 
increased vulnerability due to cognitive 
deficits, so needs constant supervision. 

Conditions

After:
Condition: John is a high needs child 
who has been diagnosed with Autism. 
He has limited verbal skills is impulsive 
and volatile with change or an increase 
in activity occurs. John displays 
aggressive level 1 behaviors, which 
could cause injury to himself, others or 
damage to property  throughout the 
school day.  Due to cognitive deficits 
related to the autism John does not 
have the skills to self regulate or 
understand situations that may put him 
in harm’s-way.



Before:  
John is autistic with very limited verbal skills. 
He has a history of being physically aggressive 
towards himself, others and school property. 
He is impulsive and will grab, scratch and bite 
without warning. When working on a project 
he will throw any object to avoid the activity. 
He is quick on his feet and has a history of 
trying to leave the building. He sometimes 
wears a weighted pressure vest for sensory 
that will slow him down. When in a chair he 
will throw himself back without warning. We 
have made accommodations and modifications 
to seating to prevent this, but he will still throw 
himself off the chair without constant 
supervision. He wears braces on his legs but 
will constantly try to remove them. He has 
increased vulnerability due to cognitive 
deficits, so needs constant supervision. 

Tasks

After:
Tasks: John will receive 1 to 1 PCA 
intervention and redirection during the 
school day for his level 1 behaviors.

John will require PCA services because 
of his increased vulnerability due to 
cognitive deficits and socially 
inappropriate behaviors.

John will receive PCA services to assist 
with activities of daily living including 
dressing, toileting and eating.



John has a history of being physically aggressive towards himself, others and 
school property. He is impulsive and needs PCA support and redirection or 
he will grab, scratch and bite others who walk by him without warning. PCA 
support and redirection is necessary when working on a project that he does 
not like, he will often throw objects such as pens, crayons, scissors, paste 
bottle across the room or throw himself on the floor to avoid doing the 
activity. John has a history of when in a chair he will throw himself back 
without warning . We have made modifications to seating to prevent this, 
but he will continue without constant supervision from a 1-to-1 PCA.  
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Details – Level 1 Behaviors 



He is quick on his feet and has a history of trying to leave the room or school 
property to find the bus to take him home. We have made special 
accommodations to prevent this but without continuous PCA support he is at risk.  

John has a history of anxiety, inattention, dysregulation and sensory issues.  The 
PCA will put a weight pressure vest on John when observed to help reduce 
behaviors. 

Because John is susceptible to having others take advantage of him by bullying, 
taking his property, encouraging him to do socially inappropriate behaviors, PCA 
supports are needed in areas of transition and non structured areas.
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Details – Vulnerability



Dressing: At the beginning of the day the PCA will periodically check to make sure 
John is dressed appropriately for the weather and assist in fastening clothing. John 
wears braces on his legs and constantly removes them without PCA monitoring.

Eating: PCA will assist in food choices, and cue him to dispose of or take trays to 
the appropriate location. Intervene if he throws food on the floor or attempts to 
give his food away due to his vulnerability.

Toileting: PCA needs to cue and stand by supervision of John’s behaviors when in 
restroom to make sure he does not attempt to smear feces on walls.  The PCA will 
walk John to the restroom, assist with zippers and snaps when needed, assist with 
cleaning and wiping, help adjust his clothing and remind him to flush the toilet, 
wash and dry his hands. 
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Details – Activities of Daily Living



Day 1 of 10 Day Time Study
1-to-1 All Day PCA
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Task / Episode
Description of Task / Episode

(Following the PCA Plan of Care, Individual Health Plan or Behavior 

Intervention plan)

Start Time End Time

Dressing Dressing 7:30 AM 7:41 AM

Behavior Level 1 7:42 AM 8:12 AM

Toileting Complete toileting task and return child to class 8:13 AM 8:18 AM

Behavior Vulnerability 8:19 AM 10:59 AM

Eating Assist child during lunch 11:00 AM 11:30 AM

Toileting Complete toileting task and return child to class 11:31 AM 11:44 AM

Behavior Level 1 11:45 AM 12:17 PM

Behavior Vulnerability 12:17 PM 12:39 PM

Eating Snack 12:40 PM 1:03 PM

Toileting Complete toileting task and return to class 1:04 PM 1:18 PM

Behavior Level 1 1:19 PM 1:56 PM

Behavior Vulnerability 1:57 PM 2:44 PM

Toileting Complete toileting task and return to class 2:45 PM 2:57 PM

Dressing Dress for home 2:58 PM 3:04 PM



Case Study Activity # 4
ADL’s, Special Transportation, and Other Health-Related Tasks 
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Before

Due to Sally’s congenital defects, she needs an PCA to provide partial physical assistance 
daily with personal care tasks including the following ADL’s: mobility, transfers, and 
positioning. These activities will be supervised by an RN and Sally’s special education 

teacher.
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What’s Missing? (School Comments)
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Condition: Identify Medical 
Need

Task: What will be provided
Details: Who, what, where, 

when, how

What congenital defects does the 
child have?

What specific task is performed by 
the PCA?

Define partial physical assistance

Identify the child's needs?
What would happen if the PCA was 
not there? 

What is the PCA doing?

Does she need a wheel chair? When are the tasks occurring?

Does the child require other PCA –
ADL’s, level 1 behaviors, 
vulnerabilities?



Before:  
Due to Sally’s congenital defects, she 
needs an PCA to provide partial physical 
assistance daily with personal care tasks 
including the following ADL’s: mobility, 
transfers, and positioning. These 
activities will be supervised by an RN 
and Sally’s special education teacher.

Conditions and Tasks 

After:
Condition: Sally has been diagnosed 
with spina bifida, that affects her 
mobility. She has to walk with braces 
and at times a wheelchair for longer 
distances.

Tasks: Sally will receive PCA services to 
assist with activities of daily living 
including mobility, transfers, 
positioning, and toileting.
She will also need special 
transportation with a wheelchair lift as 
she is not able to climb the stairs on a 
regular school bus.



Details 

The PCA will apply and remove braces when needed. When Sally is 
fatigued, the PCA will remove braces, message legs and transfer her to a 
wheelchair. The PCA will provide transfers in and out of wheelchair on to 
the floor during circle time and positioning her to make sure she is 
comfortable and sitting up. PCA will transfer Sally if in wheelchair, to and 
from toilet on a transfer board and cue and supervise hand washing. 
When in braces, PCA will stand by and assist Sally during transitions 
outside of classroom. If fatigued and in wheelchair, PCA will push 
wheelchair during transitions. Unless otherwise necessary, PCA will 
transfer Sally to her wheelchair with or without her braces to transport 
her on and off of the special transportation bus. QP’s are the RN or special 
education teacher. PCA is not needed during transport. Family will assist 
getting Sally on and off the bus at home.



Day 1 of 10 Day Time Study 
ADL’s, Special Transportation, and Other Health-Related Tasks   
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Task / Episode
Description of Task / Episode

(Following the PCA Plan of Care, Individual Health Plan or Behavior 

Intervention plan)

Start Time End Time

Mobility Arrive from bus to class 7:30 AM 7:41 AM

Toileting Complete toileting task and return child to class 8:13 AM 8:28 AM

Mobility To music 8:29 AM 8:45 AM

Mobility From music 9:32 AM 9:46 AM

Toileting Complete toileting task and return child to class 11:31 AM 11:44 AM

Mobility To lunch 11:50 AM 12:06 AM

Mobility From lunch 12:36 PM 12:49 PM

Transfer Circle time 12:50 PM 1:02 PM

Positioning During circle time (shared care 3 in group / 3) 1:03 PM 1:33 PM

Toileting Complete toileting task and return child to class 1:34 PM 1:43 PM

Mobility Wheelchair to bus 2:30 PM 2:43 PM



Case Study Activity # 5
Episodic Behaviors & Special Transportation
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Before

A para will meet Julie’s personal care needs by observing and redirecting her explosive 
behavior that often results in serious self-injury. The observation and redirection will 
occur throughout the entire school day and during transportation to and from school on 

the bus.
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What’s Missing? (School Comments)

Condition: Identify Medical 
Need

Task: What will be provided
Details: Who, what, where, 

when, how

What is the disability and medical 
condition?

Missing details about behaviors
What is the observation and 
redirection needs?

What does George need?
Need for PCA on the bus is needed in 
the IEP – Travel Log documentation

Describe what the child is doing and 
details of the behavior. Are there 
triggers?

What equipment/vehicle is used and 
why?

What is the school’s diabetic 
protocol?
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Before:  
A para will meet Julie’s personal care 
needs by observing and redirecting her 
explosive behavior that often results in 
serious self-injury. The observation and 
redirection will occur throughout the 
entire school day and during 
transportation to and from school on 
the bus.

Conditions and Tasks 

After:
Condition: Julie is a 15 year old 
female with a diagnoses of 
Oppositional Defiant Disorder

Tasks: Julie will need a PCA to 
redirect and intervene with level 1 
behaviors. Because of her diagnosis 
she often displays social 
inappropriate behaviors.  
Julie will need a PCA to assist on the 
special transportation bus to and 
from school to intervene and 
redirect level 1 behaviors.



Details 

PCA needs to intervene and redirect when Julie displays explosive behaviors and 
monitor to make sure her behaviors do not escalate and to assure she is calm. 
When questioned or told to do things she does not want to do Julie will often 
meltdown, starts hitting, kicking and spitting. Julie’s behaviors increase when in 
unstructured areas, when needed the PCA will bring Julie to resource room until 
she is calm. The PCA will transition her back to her general education room once 
the episode is over and she has calmed down.

She gets very nervous on the school bus, gets out of her seat belt and starts 
screaming and swearing at others and running down the isles. If seated near a 
window she continuously bangs her head on the window. 

Julie has assigned seat on bus and PCA support is necessary to redirect and 
intervene behaviors. PCA will sit by the window next to Julie while on the bus and 
will allow Julie to listen to music and play on iPad when behaviors occur.



Day 1 of 10 Day Time Study
Episodic Behaviors & Special Transportation
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Task / Episode
Description of Task / Episode

(Following the PCA Plan of Care,  Individualized health plan or 

Behavior intervention plan

Start Time End Time

Behavior Special transportation to school 7:00 AM 7:30 AM

Behavior Level 1 behaviors to resource room 7:42 AM 8:12 AM

Behavior Socially inappropriate 11:34 AM 11:56 AM

Behavior Level 1 behaviors in resource room 11:57 AM 12: 27 PM

Behavior Socially inappropriate then to bus 2:27 PM 2:54  PM

Behavior Special transportation home 2:55 PM 3:20 PM


